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Company profile

TAmiRNA
TAmiRNA is a Biotech company which was
founded in 2013 as a spin-off from the University
of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Vienna
(BOKU). TAmiRNA conducts research and
development of microRNA-based diagnostic tests
for several age-associated diseases including
senescence-associated diseases (senomiR®),
osteoporosis (osteomiR®), cardiovascular disease
(thrombomiR®), and liver diseases (hepatomiR®). In
addition, TAmiRNA serves as a CRO by providing
R&D teams at universities and companies
with RNA biomarker solutions for drug safety
assessments (toxomiR®), as well as compelling
solutions for the analysis of non-coding RNAs
in biofluids, single-cells or tissue compartments
in any research area. Utilising microRNAs
as diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers for
senescent burden offers unique opportunities
to address many of the issues currently present
in the field. This includes (but is not limited to)
minimally invasive access to biomarker samples,
aiding in resolving senescent cell heterogeneity
and high translatability. TAmiRNA’s overall mission
is to develop novel diagnostic solutions for unmet
clinical needs and to offer high-quality analytical
services in compliance with the high standards
required by diagnostics development. Through
doing this, they hope to prolong the stability, health
and quality of life of individuals as they age.
At launch, the team (consisting of Matthias
Hackl, Regina Grillari, Johannes Grillari and Otto
Kanzler) had acquired compelling data in relation
to secretory microRNA profiles of senescent cells.
“The observation that senescent cells could exert
a paracrine effect through release of specific
microRNAs into the circulation showed us the huge
potential of cell-free microRNAs as biomarkers
of senescence, aging and age-related diseases.”
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Shortly after patenting and publishing the data
on cross-talk between senescence-associated
microRNAs and bone-formation, TAmiRNA
was founded to explore the use of microRNAs
as osteoporosis biomarkers (osteomiR®) and
subsequently also CVD, liver disease and
senescence.
TAmiRNA collaborates with expert biostatisticians,
bioinformaticians and epidemiologists in order
to identify and validate microRNA biomarkers for
diagnosis, prognosis, treatment monitoring and
drug development. In this way TAmiRNA uses the
full resources and expertise of its team to harness
the power of microRNAs to create innovative
tools that will drive the longevity field forward. The
COVID pandemic has revealed the pervasive role
and potential impact that RNA base innovations
can have on our health and wellness, particularly
in regard to disease prevention. Our world is
rapidly changing, as is the rate of scientific and
technological progress. In order to rapidly diagnose
the diseases associated with an increased death
rate, new and improved methods are necessary.
MiRNAs have the required properties to constitute
such a method. Through developing next
generation technologies and talent, TAmiRNA is
dedicated to constant growth and improvements in
order to maintain its competitive advantage in this
field.
To date, TAmiRNA has completed and patented
the development of a transcriptomic landscape
of cellular senescence. The company plans to
continuously expand its senescence microRNA
biomarker panel (through preclinical R&D efforts)
with cell-type specific biomarkers based on newly
generated data. TAmiRNA recognises that the
development of accurate diagnostic and prognostic
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tests for senescence in humans is one of the major
hurdles standing in the way of clinical trial success.
Hence, it is focused on continuously engaging in
partnerships with companies that are developing
and validating their novel senotherapeutics.
TAmiRNA recognises high potential for mergers or
acquisitions of their development projects in the
next 3-7 years.

Longevity Potential – promoting
the safe and efficacious use of
senotherapeutics with miRNA
biomarkers
There is a significant body of evidence supporting
the role of senescent cell accumulation in driving
a wide range of age associated chronic diseases.
A major hurdle in the translation of preclinical
results to humans is the lack of non-invasive,
precision biomarkers for tracking senescent cell
burden and validating efficacy of senotherapeutic
candidates. Further, the inherent heterogeneity of
senescent cell populations requires development
of personalised biomarker strategies that are
both tissue- and disease-specific. This poses a
significant burden for emerging senotherapeutic
companies dedicated towards developing and
implementing their products within the resource
intensive process of clinical trial validation.
It has been shown that microRNA expression is
subject to change during the onset and progression
of disease. This has led to the application of
microRNAs as disease biomarkers. TAmiRNA’s
mission is to promote the safe and efficacious use
of senotherapeutics by developing sensitive and
specific biomarkers for the selection of patients
with high senescence burden and for treatment
response monitoring. It is providing solutions for
minimally-invasive testing of senescence burden
using its senomiR® microRNA biomarker panel. To
this end, TAmiRNA has developed and patented an
extensive transcriptomic map of senescence and
is continuously working to expand its senescence
microRNA biomarker panel with cell-type and
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chronic disease specific biomarkers based on
established partnerships and newly generated
data. This places TAmiRNA in a prime position to
address multiple age-related diseases and partner
with a wide range of companies to optimise the
development of longevity interventions.
TAmiRNA has multiple products in its pipeline
targeting a range of age-related diseases
including cardiovascular disease, liver disease
and osteoporosis. Further growing scientific
evidence suggests that microRNA biomarker
panels have great potential to target several other
chronic diseases including cancer, sarcopenia
and neurodegenerative diseases. One of the
most intriguing opportunities for TAmiRNA within
the longevity space is in the development of
early diagnosis biomarkers for the prophylactic
use of senotherapeutics in preventing agerelated disorders. As part of its most advanced
development project, TAmiRNA has identified
circulating microRNA biomarkers, which can be
used to predict fracture risk in post-menopausal
women and aged men – the osteomiR® test. This
novel biomarker is intended to facilitate early
diagnosis and treatment of osteoporosis to prevent
the risk of severe osteoporotic fractures. Through
their investment in (and development of) highly
sensitive, non-invasive technologies to detect
tissue specific microRNA signatures of disease,
TAmiRNA seeks to extend their competitive
advantage to companies developing personalised
therapeutics for disease prevention. Further, by
establishing disease specific microRNA biomarker
panels, TAmiRNA has significant potential
to accelerate approval of the first longevity
therapeutic to successfully traverse the clinical trial
process.

Flagship Product Deep Dive
TAmiRNA is a molecular diagnostic company
developing diagnostic tests based on the
quantitative measurement of microRNAs, in
tissues or biofluids. Using small RNA-seqin
both in vitro and in vivo models, TAmiRNA
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has created an extensive transcriptomic map
of cellular senescence (senomiR®). This map
can be used to identify novel, cell-type specific
senescence biomarkers that can be used for the
diagnosis of senescence load and senotherapeutic
development for age-associated diseases. The
biomarkers are “microRNAs”, short, non-coding
RNAs that can be quantified in biofluids.
The expression of microRNAs is highly regulated
and the expression of about 10% of all microRNAs
are enriched or even restricted to a specific type
of tissue or cell. MicroRNAs play important roles
in gene regulation (through the degradation of
mRNA and subsequent regulation of transcription
and translation) as well as intercellular signaling. A
large proportion of microRNAs, termed circulating
microRNAs, are secreted out of the cell and
circulate in blood, urine, saliva and other fluids
with the help of transport proteins and within
vesicles. It has been shown that microRNA
expression is subject to change during the onset
and progression of disease and this insight is what
has led to the application of microRNAs as disease
biomarkers.
SenomiR® stands for a microRNA-based signature
of cellular senescence, which can be used for
diagnosis of senescence burden and monitoring of
senolytic therapies. A hallmark of senescent cells is
their senescence associated secretory phenotype
(SASP), which consists of secreted proteins and
extracellular vesicles that drive a proinflammatory
environment and promote further senescence.
The scientific founders of TAmiRNA have helped
characterise the microRNAs that are part of
the SASP profile and their roles in senescence
propagation through anti-apoptotic mechanisms,
among others. During the development of
senomiR®, a large catalogue of primary celltypes, tissues and biofluids were screened
for senescence-associated microRNA profiles
using next-generation sequencing (NGS) with
the aim to identify cell-type specific senescence
biomarkers. The resulting senomiR® PCR assay
will be offered as a product or service for targeted
quantitative analysis of the senescence miRNA
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biomarker panel in liquid biopsies to diagnose
senescence load and monitor treatment response.
A patent has been filed for this application, and
the signature is currently undergoing validation in
various pre-clinical and clinical studies. TAmiRNA
seeks partners for development of applications as
companion-diagnostic or drug-development tools.
TAmiRNA aims to launch Europe´s first CEIVD (in vitro diagnostic medical device) marked
microRNA tests in 2021/2022 in two distinct ageassociated disease areas. Beyond that, TAmiRNA
is committed to support its clients from academia,
pharma and biotech with best-in-class CRO
services for RNA biomarker discovery, validation
and implementation as diagnostic, companiondiagnostic or drug-development tools.

Technology platform analysis
TAmiRNA operates a fully equipped research
and development laboratory for automated highthroughput screening of any type of RNA levels,
in any type of biological sample, including cells,
tissues and biofluids, as well as isolation of
extracellular vesicles (exosomes). For untargeted
analysis of microRNAs and other small RNAs,
next-generation sequencing (NGS) is the gold
standard platform, as it enables unbiased
genome-wide characterisation of small RNAs in
biological matrices. TAmiRNA uses a proprietary
NGS workflow, using spike-in controls, allowing
for high throughput screening of full miRNome
(2500 microRNAs) at unprecedented precision
and accuracy. For RT-PCR analysis, TAmiRNA
has implemented locked-nucleic-acid (LNA)
based chemistry which has been shown to
provide superior performance. In collaboration
with Evercyte GmbH and Vivomicx, the company
has access to relevant in vitro and in vivo models
as well as space-resolved gene expression
analysis in complex tissues. The combination of
CRO and R&D activities ensures constant quality
improvements and sustained growth.
www.Longevity.Technology

Technology Platform Analysis

Description

TAmiRNA Biotechnologies

Class of Senotherapeutic

Senolytic, Senomodulator, SAimmunomodulator, Senoblocker.

TAmiRNA’s product is a miRNA based biomarker
assay for senescent cells (senomiR) that can be
utilised as a diagnostic, companion diagnostic, or
drug development tool for companies developing
any class of senotherapeutics.

Target specificity

Features of therapeutic that
facilitate targeting of senescent
cells without off-target effects;
dependent on senescent
biomarkers.

TAmiRNA’s senomiR biomarker assay consists
of microRNA’s that are specific to the SASP
profile and allows for detection of senescent cells
with high tissue specificity allowing for cell-type
specific readouts and addressing senescent cell
heterogeneity.

Delivery

Approaches (local or systemic),
technologies (delivery vehicle),
and formulations needed to
safely and reliably deliver
therapeutic to its target.

TAmiRNA detects senescence specific miRNA’s
from a variety of biological fluids including plasma,
saliva, and urine. This provides a systemic readout of senescent cell burden that can be stratified
according to tissue specific miRNA composition.

Adaptability

Foundational technology that
can be utilised to systematically
improve, or build upon,
robustness of therapeutic.

TAmiRNA utilises a proprietary Next Generation
Sequencing (NGS) workflow allowing for
high throughput screening of full miRNome
(2500 miRNA’s) at unprecedented precision
and accuracy. This facilitates the potential for
personalised, multi-marker panels that characterise
specific senescent cell types, disease progression,
etc. Allowing for iteration based on emerging data.

Regulation

Context specific control over
therapeutic action once
it has reached its target
(spatial, temporal, sensitivity,
degradation).

TAmiRNA’s NGS workflow coupled with its
locked-nucleic-acid based RT-PCR technology
allows for superior spatio-temportal sensitivity for
detection of senescence specific miRNA’s. This
includes detection before clinical symptoms appear
and signatures that vary according to disease
progression or response to treatment.

Toxicity

Level of damage that therapeutic
can cause to organism; Can
include, but not limited to: offtarget effects, on-target side
effects, immunogenicity, etc.

The senomiR biomarker assay has a superior
safety profile as miRNAs are easily accessible and
involve minimally-invasive detection in biofluids (no
tissue biopsies or radioactive markers required).
senomiR has great potential to validate the safety
and efficacy of emerging senotherapeutic drugs.
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In addition to senomiR®, TAmiRNA’s pipeline
consists of microRNA biomarker tests for
age-related diseases including osteoporosis
(osteomiR®), cardiovascular diseases
(thrombomiR®) and liver diseases (hepatomiR®)
which have already been commercialised as
RUO (research use only) tests; approval for in
vitro diagnostic applications are currently being
prepared. The osteomiR® test is used to determine
the 3-year risk of osteoporotic bone fractures in
postmenopausal women. The thrombomiR® test
measures platelet activation (in plasma samples
from patients) to achieve risk stratification and for
monitoring response to antiplatelet therapy. The
hepatomiR® test is intended to determine liver
function in patients with liver cancer before and
after surgical treatment to determine the risk of
liver failure.
TAmiRNA´s test kits include all reagents required
for the analysis of microRNAs in blood samples,

as well as specially developed software for data
analysis and reporting. This analysis is supported
using proprietary normalisation strategies and
machine learning to discover and validate
multivariate biomarker signatures with robust
diagnostic performance. Using its leading-edge
technologies, TAmiRNA is committed to building
exceptional partnerships for customer-tailored
microRNA biomarker discovery and validation.
The field of miRNAs itself is relatively new, and
therefore, traits such as detection limits, range
of concentrations in body fluids, modulation
depending on various parameters (age, gender,
health/disease) are still being established.
TAmiRNA sets itself apart from direct competitors
because of the quality of experience of its founders
and staff as well as its leading-edge technologies
and platforms.

Pre-Clinical and Clinical Studies
FDA Approval for
target indication
Clinical trial
Phase 3
Clinical trial
Phase 2
Clinical trial
Phase 1
Preclinical
Basic target
research and Drug
Discovery
• During the development
of senomiR, a large
catalogue of primary cell
types, tissues, and
biofluids were screened
for senescence associate
miRNAa profiles using
NGS with the aim to
identify cell-type specific
senescence biomarkers
• Both in vitro and in vivo
models have been
utilised in the construction
of TAmiRNA’s senomiR
biomarker panel

• TAmiRNA’s key
preclinical advance
resides in the generation
of a significant amount of
data on the cell-type
specific level
• In vivo models ineclude
wildtype and transgenic
mice to phenotype tissue
and plasma-based
microRNA profiles during
aging, stress-induces
senescence treatment,
and senescence
clearance
• Tissues analysed include
plasma, skin, lung,
kidney, and liver

• Regulatory approval of
biomarkers depends on
the intended-use as
either diagnostic,
companion diagnostic or
drug-development tool
• TAmiRNA is currently in
the position to start either
route for approval by
entering co-development
partnerships with
senotherapeutic drug
development companies
that face a need for
minimal-invasice highperforming senescence
biomarkers
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Both in vitro and in vivo models have been used
in the development and validation of TAmiRNA’s
SenomiR® biomarker panel. In vitro models include
senescent human: skin fibroblasts, adiposetissue derived stem-cells, renal proximal tubular
epithelial cells, dermal microvascular endothelial
cells, umbilical vein endothelial cells. All cell types
have been deeply phenotyped for their intra- and
extra-cellular RNA profiles in both quiescence and
senescence. In vivo models include wildtype and
transgenc mice (p16 responsive suicide gene) to
phenotype tissue and plasma-based microRNA
profiles during aging (replicative and chronological),
stress-induced senescence treatment (used
doxorubicin) and senescence clearance. Tissues
analysed include plasma, skin, lung, kidney and
liver.
TAmiRNA’s key advance resides in the generation
of a significant amount of data on the cell-type
specific level. This allows TAmiRNA to link systemic
changes (plasma) of their biomarker levels to
specific organs, tissues and cell types. Regulatory
approval of biomarkers depends on the intended
use as either diagnostic, companion-diagnostic
or drug-development tool. TAmiRNA is currently
in the position to start either route for approval by
entering co-development partnerships with senolytic
drug-development companies that face a need
for minimal-invasive high-performing senescence
biomarkers.
With the advancement of the senomiR® project
in 2020, TAmiRNA is now aiming to participate at
various subject-specific expos, partnering meetings
and conferences to gain visibility and establish
partnerships. The signature is currently undergoing
validation in various pre-clinical and clinical studies.
TAmiRNA believes that senescence biomarkers
could be used for several medical diagnostic
applications in addition to drug development
applications. The next milestone will be
development of a product for a specific senescence
biomarker panel to support drug development.
TAmiRNA is dedicated to continually expanding their
senescence microRNA biomarker panel with celltype specific biomarkers based on newly-generated
data, both in-house and from partnerships.
Copyright 2021: First Longevity Limited. All rights reserved. Report version 1.0

Safety and Risks
The safe and efficacious use of senolytic drugs
requires sensitive and specific biomarkers for
drug development, diagnostics and treatment
response monitoring. This has proven to be a
significant roadblock to success for senotherapeutic
companies, especially in the application of such
biomarkers within human beings in clinical trials.
TAmiRNA’s senomiR® biomarker panel is a
comprehensively-generated and minimally-invasive
test that can be performed on an individual’s
biofluids (plasma, saliva, urine, etc.) to gauge
senescence burden. TAmiRNA believes that the
use of senomiR® to validate the safety and efficacy
of emerging senotherapeutic drugs can play a
significant role in risk mitigation, clinical trial success
and market approval for companies within the
senotherapeutics industry.

Target Market
As a contract research organisation and B2B entity,
the primary target market for TAmiRNA’s senomiR®
product is companies and institutions conducting
preclinical and clinical studies on senotherapeutics
and senescence associated diseases. The field of
senescence research is still in its infancy; as such,
reliable clinical biomarkers of senescent cells (and
their sub-populations) are yet to be discerned. This
is a critical barrier that stands in the way of success
for many promising senotherapeutic companies
that have invested significant time and financial
resources in developing their drug candidates.
TAmiRNA’s senomiR® panel seeks to appeal to the
substantial global longevity and anti-senescence
therapies market which is projected to grow from
US$329.8 million in 2018 to US$644.4 million by
2023 with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
of 14.3% from 2018-2023.
TAmiRNA has just recently completed the
“discovery” phase of their biomarker pipeline and
are preparing to transition into the “validation”
phase. As such, they are yet to focus on a specific
disease or target indication for their senomiR®
www.Longevity.Technology

biomarker panel. The company’s strategic approach
involves generating a foundational dataset that
represents a broad transcriptomic landscape of
cellular senescence. Based on this map, individual
microRNAs or panels can be selected for specific
diseases, organs and tissues.
TAmiRNA is currently working on validating
senomiR® as a diagnostic, companion diagnostic
and drug development tool in partnership
with companies and academic institutions
conducting preclinical and clinical trials for their
senotherapeutics. Although no target disease
market has yet to be announced, its founders share
a strong interest in musculoskeletal disorders,
especially osteoporosis, and cardiovascular
disease. Given the comprehensive nature of
the senomiR® biomarker panel, the state-of-theart technology being used to develop it and the
advantages of using miRNA biomarkers, the
senescence-associated disease market is wide
open. The company is also dedicated to continual
expansion of its transcriptomic map to include
additional cell-types in cooperation with project
partners.

Success Factors
Team and Reputation
● TAmiRNA’s C-suite consists of multiple serial
entrepreneurs with extensive experience building
successful biotechnology companies based
on innovative technologies. Together, the team
brings together a diversity of skill sets including
business development, supply chain optimisation,
molecular gerontology, miRNA and senescence
biology;
● Matthias Hackl, the CEO and cofounder of
TAmiRNA is a leading expert in miRNA biology
and has more than 8 years of experience in
entrepreneurship and business development;
Hackl has an extensive track record of scientific
publications and has won two private company
grants for developing applications of PCR and
Flow Cytometry-based microRNA quantification
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tools. For his accomplishments, he was honored
by the Austrian Association of Molecular Life
Sciences and Biotechnology. Hackl has studied
miRNA function and utility from experts across
the globe and uses his technological prowess to
develop and optimise the senomiR® senescent
biomarker panel among other miRNA biomarker
assays within TAmiRNA’s pipeline. He is also cofounder of Remute Bio, founded in 2016;
● Otto Kanzler is a serial entrepreneur with more
than 30 years’ experience in process- and
business development in the biotech industry.
This includes over a decade of consulting
experience in strategic and economic optimisation
for technology development in the pharmaceutical
industry. Kanzler has founded several companies
including Remute Bio, Phoenestra, DirectSens,
Syconium Lactic Acid, Evercyte and Chorus
GmbH. Kanzler uses his extensive experience in
economic and process development within the
biopharmaceutical industry to support TAmiRNA’s
business strategy and development;
● TAmiRNA boasts a strong scientific advisory
board of serial entrepreneurs with significant
scientific backgrounds. Johannes Grillari is
a cofounder of TAmiRNA and an expert in
molecular gerontology. Grillari has published
more than 140 peer reviewed articles, holds
14 patents and has been invited speaker to
more than 130 international conferences and
departmental seminars. In addition to his
academic background, he is director of the
Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of Experimental
and Clinical Traumatology in Vienna and is
confounder of Evercyte. Grillari has received
several awards including the Walter-Doberauer
award for aging research;
● Regina Grillari serves as scientific advisor
to TAmiRNA and uses a strong scientific
background in senescence in vitro and in
vivo models to help in pipeline development.
She is the owner of 4 patents, cofounder of
Phoenestra and Remute Bio and has received
several awards for her work in the field including
the “Phoenix Award” for successful academic
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entrepreneurship. Grillari merges her significant
academic knowledge and entrepreneurial skill
sets to help optimise the senomiR® technology
and business strategy for market success;
● TAmiRNA is committed to constant growth
which is reflected in its numerous strategic
partnerships and collaborations including
Vivomicx, SimplicityBio, Cardiolinc and academic
institutes including the Vienna Institute of
Biotechnology and Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of
Experimental and Clinical Traumatology. These
partnerships are critical to TAmiRNA’s business
and technological growth as they are actively
expanding their R&D pipeline and developing
competitive advantage through new RNA
detection technologies;
● TAmiRNA is a Best of Biotech Awardee and
awardee of several non-dilutive grants for the
discovery of senescence associated biomarkers.
With the advancement of the senomiR® project
in 2020, TAmiRNA is now aiming to participate
at various subject-specific expos, partnering
meetings and conferences to gain visibility;
● TAmiRNA initiated a collaboration with the Ludwig
Boltzmann Institute for experimental and clinical
traumatology in the beginning of 2021 to study
senescence in skin. Since the beginning of 2021,
TAmiRNA has established a collaboration with a
European senolytic therapy company as part of a
European funding project;
● TAmiRNA has established a number of CRO
and academic partnerships that are used to
strengthen its network as well as validate and
optimise its technologies. This is evident in the
success of its osteomiR® biomarker technology.
Since TAmiRNA is largely a B2B service driven
by CRO partnerships and non-dilutive grant
funding, success with their senomiR® technology
will depend on continued cultivation of such
partnerships and the generation of novel
preclinical and clinical data using its biomarker
assay.
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Intellectual Property
● TAmiRNA deploys a proprietary Next Generation
Sequencing (NGS) workflow for high throughput
and comprehensive analysis of full miRNome in
various cell types and pathophysiological contexts
at unprecedented precision and accuracy. This
technology has the potential to generate multiple
patents through the construction of miRNA
biomarker panels for various disease processes;
● The use of miRNA’s as biomarkers is a novel
space that TAmiRNA has pervasively occupied
with its expert team, strategic collaborations
and state of the art technology. Intellectual
property that has already arisen from their
platform technology include biomarker panels
for osteoporosis (osteomiR®), cardiovascular
diseases (thrombomiR®), liver diseases
(hepatomiR®) and for drug safety assessment
(toxomiR®);
● Finding senescence specific biomarkers is a
major challenge for the senotherapeutics field.
TAmiRNA has learnt about the importance of
seeking cell-type specific senescence biomarkers
since the molecular changes that occur during
senescence are highly cell-type specific. With this
understanding, they have patented senomiR®, a
miRNA cellular senescence signature;
● Since completing the development of a
transcriptomic landscape of cellular senescence,
TAmiRNA’s next milestone is the development
of specific senescence biomarker panels for
diagnostic and senotherapeutic development
applications to treat age-related diseases;
● TAmiRNA seeks to continually expand its
senescence microRNA biomarker panel with
cell-type specific biomarkers based on newlygenerated data from R&D efforts, strategic
collaborations and novel projects through its CRO
service;
● TAmiRNA sees high potential for mergers or
acquisitions of their senomiR® development
project in the next 3-7 years. The company
can accelerate the development and potential
www.Longevity.Technology

impact of its senescence biomarker panel by
distributing its efforts through strategic licensing
agreements with senotherapeutic companies that
have platform technologies for the development
of diverse drug pipelines that target a range of
senescence associated clinical indications.
Funding
● TAmiRNA is a privately-held company with 100%
of its shares owned by the co-founders;
● The strategy of TAmiRNA is to fund its biomarker
development through its contract research
services and non-dilutive funding;
● Non-dilutive funding is received from multiple
sources including grants from Horizon 2020 (ITNFidelio, Frailomic), EUREKA (Eurostars), IMI2
(TransBioLine), FFG, Austria Wirtschaftsservice
(AWS) and Vienna Business Agency, among
others;
● Revenues from CRO services have increased
from EUR 550k in 2019 to EUR 1.8m in 2020 and
are projected to grow further in coming years;
● TAmiRNA’s company strategy is to continuously
invest earned revenue back into its R&D
pipeline, including the senomiR® project. For
this reason, the growth and aims of this small
biotech company is contingent upon strong
marketing efforts, a well-established network of
collaborations and a continued track record of
project success.
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